2022 Rules Knowledge
Quiz #4 Answers
1. A 4/10 A-5. Punter A1 is standing very close to his end line. He receives the ball from the
snapper and punts the ball. B88 catches the kick at the A-50 and is tackled at the A-45. Personal
protector A79 is flagged for holding in Team A’s end zone.
Ruling: Two options for Team B. B 1/10 at the A-35, snap or Safety, Two Points for Team
B, A SKO at the A-20.
2. A try B-3, in the first extra period following a Team A touchdown. B33 intercepts the pass in his
end zone and begins to return the ball. At the B-7, QB A1 blocks low against B77 who is just in
front of B33. B33 avoids the contact and is able to run the ball across Team A’s goal line.
Ruling: 2 points for Team B, decline the BBW as it doesn’t carry over by rule. B 1/10 at the A-25
3. A 1/10 A-30. QB A7 drops back to pass. Under a heavy rush, he scrambles outside the tackle
box to avoid the defensive pressure. He drops the ball at the A-23, which hits the ground and
bounces back into his hands. He then throws the ball away from the A-25, into an area with no
eligible receivers, and the pass hits the ground beyond the neutral zone.
Ruling: A 2/10 at the A-30. No foul for ING. QB never relinquishes possession to another
teammate.
4. A 1/10 A-25. RB A33 is lined up in the backfield directly behind the right guard and is stationary
at the snap. After the ball is snapped, he runs to his right, loops around the end and behind the
defensive line, and blocks linebacker B55 below the waist at the A-28. His block is directly at the
front, within the 10-2 region, and is directed toward the original position of the ball at the
snap. The QB carries the ball to the A-40.
Ruling: A 1/21 at the A-14. A33 is prevented by rule from blocking back towards the original
position of the ball as he has gone outside the tackle box. Foul is enforced half the
distance from the spot of the foul.
5. A free kick A-35. Receiver B3 is near the left sideline to receive a kickoff. With his left foot on
the sideline and his right foot in the field of play, B3 reaches out with his right hand and touches
the kick at the B-10. The ball bounces at the B-5 and then rolls into and out of the end zone.
Ruling: B 1/10 at the B-35, snap or A KO at the A-30. Flag for kick out of bounds.

